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Grades Action Postponed
To May 2 Faculty Meeting
By Steve Ormond
and Larry Wagner

White bobby-socks and greased bair were "in" April 18 as law
students recreated tbe "Fabulous Fifties" at the Annual
Greaser. A fun-loving crowd, including many members of the
faculty and staff, danced to the music of the "Wildroots."

The fall semester grades for
Property (A) are still nonexistent. The SBA has, more or
less , rescinded its previous
action in support of the first·year
class. And Dean Whyte has
again assured the Amicus that
the faculty's deferral of
consideration of the property
grades situation until May 2 is
surely not some sort of an
administrative delaying tactic.
During an April 18 interview ,
the Dean also stated that "action
must take place at the May 2
meeting, as, for all practical
purposes, the faculty couldn't
take action after that meeting ."

Organizations Release Info
On How SBA Funds Spent
By Sandy Spooner
As though it were a part of an

annual rite of Spring, student
organizations at MarshallWythe are developing tentative
budgets to be presented to the
William and Mary Board of
Student Affairs. The BSA, which
disperses activity fees paid by
law students, other graduate
students , and undergraduate
student alike , will then present
the SBA with an estimate of the
Law School's allocation of these
funds for the school year 1975-76.
This fall, even before the BSA
grant to the Law School
organizations is made definite,
the SBA will hold budget
hearings on the individual
requests of the various groups .
The budgetary process has
become notorious for its creation
of
dissension
between
individuals and groups and what
many have seen as unnecessary
haggling.
OutgOing
SBA
President Nettie Bailes believes
that the current method of
deciding on the relative merits
of the group proposals, that is,
by vote of whatever students
happen to wander into the
budget hearings, is inadequate.
She indicated that more rational
and equitable decisions could be
made by the SBA board or a
similar group acceptiing the
student vote as advisory . "This
would
avoid
the
ugly
confrontations
wherein
everybody attacks the programs
of everybody else and very little
is
accomplished
in
a
constructive vein," said Bailes
in an interview last week . She
noted that this procedure would
require a change in the SBA

Bylaws, however.
Graduate student leaders at
William and Mary have
presented a petition to President
Graves on the subject, according
to Bailes. The petition asks that
graduate student groups be
allowed to manage their own
budgets independently of the
Board of Student Affairs ,
receiving an amount of money
equivalent to the amount of the
activity fees paid by students .
within each department. Bailes
is pessimistic about the chances
of a favorable ruling by Graves , .
however, who , according to
Bailes, feels that students at
William and Mary are "all in the
same boat" and will have to
learn to "work together ."
"Working together " last fall at
the Law School budget meetings
resulted in the following groups
receiving the indicated amounts
of money: Post-Conviction
Assistance Program - $325,
Legislative Research Council $125,
Environmental Law
Society - $100, Black American
Law Students' Association $325 , Moot Court $775 ,
International Law Society $250, Jessup Moot Court - $125,
Law Student Division of the
American Bar Association $425. These figures and others
provided by SBA . Treasurer
Ellen Pirog indicate that these
monies have been put to various
uses by the individual groups
with some groups having
Significant amounts of money
remaining.
Moot Court not only received
the largest appropriation, but is
one of only two groups which
have spent all of the money

allocated to them . Jack McGee,
Chief Justice of the Moot Court
program, indicated that 3bout 80
per cent of the activity fees spent
were allocated to cover the costs
of the annual invitational
tournament.
The
biggest
expenditures were $178 for a
luncheon and $466 for a Banquet
- both during the Moot Court
tournament. Lesser amounts
were spent for printing,
xeroxing, trophies and supplies.
Altogether , about $1,400 was
spent on the tourney this year,
according to McGee, with the
rest of the money coming from
an ABA grant and entry fees
charged of the tournament
contestants. The Chief Justice
indicated that the group was
extremely fortunate to receive
the ABA grant this year, since a
similar grant had been received
in each of the two previous years
and Marshall-Wythe would not
normally have gotten a third one
in three years.
" It's almost certain that we
won't get a grant this coming
year," said McGee. " I plan to
get together with the new Chief
Justice and try to think of
something to alleviate our
financial problems ." McGee
indicated that the MarshallWythe Moot Court tournament is
well-respected throughout the
country and was concerned that
it may suffer from a lack of
funds next year.
The Black American Law
Students' Association <BALSA),
which claims 15 members
received $325 from the activities
fund. According to Johnnie
Mizelle , who currently heads the
See Funds, p. 7

Whyte explained that after
May 2, a quorum of the faculty
would be impossible to assemble
due to exam pressures and the
lack of suitable meeting dates.
Therefore, for any action at all
to be taken, it would have to be
on that date.
In a meeting two weeks ago
with Steve Conte and bill
Hoffman,
Dean
Whyte
expressed similar assurances
that some decision would be
arrived at before the summer
break period. The Dean, still
operating under the assumption
that Mr. Scott's grades will
never be turned in, favors a plan
which would apparently give
individual students no option as
to the type of grade they will
receive.
The Dean theorizes that to
allow some students to take a
new exam, and to permit others
to request a "pass" grade would
tend to skew class standing.
Dropping the three credits
altogether and reducing the
credit requirement to 87 would
likely involve still greater
problems in that "higher
approval" might well be needed.
Associate
Dean
Timothy
Sullivan stated that such
approval might well entail an
ABA waiver .
Therefore, according to Dean
Whyte, the only practical
alternative would seem to be to
grant "pass" grades based on
each student's signing a form
attesting to his having attended
class regularily and having
taken Scott's final. No mention
has been made of the
predicament that may face
some students - those who
either cannot or will not sign
such a form.
Although not reluctant to state
his position on what the most
proper grading procedure might
be if Scott's grades never came
in , Dean Whyte further stated
that he " would not want to
prejudice the faculty by
speculating on what they might
do if the grades came in" in the
interim . He has stated before,
however, that the month delay in
considering the question was due
in part to a desire to avoid
setting Scott's grades aside
" unless there is no other
recourse."
Meanwhile , at its regular
meeting April 15 , the SBA
considered whether to take any
action regarding the lack of
response from the Dean's Office
on their resolution demanding
immediate action to implement
the
Academic
Status
Committee's three -option
property grade proposal.
SBA President Nettie Bailes
stated, "The Dean has not taken

any notice of our resolution as
far as I can see ." There was
some support for an attempt to
publicize the plight of the firstyear students. But action was
delayed until an "emergency
meeting" set for April 18.
At the April 18 meeting, two
courses of rather militant
supportive
action
were
discussed and rejected . One
would have been an SBA request
to Dr. George Healy, VicePresident for Academic Affairs,
that he summon a meeting to be
attended by Dean Whyte;
members of the Faculty
Academic Status Committee;
and
unofficial
first-year
property class representatives
Steve Conte, Bill Hoffman, and
Bob Smartschan. Members of
the Academic Status Committee
include Professors Timothy
Sullivan, Emeric Fischer, Irma
Lang, Jerome Leavell and
Richard Williamson. Such a
move was, however, viewed
improvident by an SBA majority
in a vote on the proposal.
The second proposed SBA
move would have involved an
official SBA letter of notification
of the entire situation to the
press in the area. Bailes
indicated that she had taken an
informal poll of the Law School
faculty , and that "if we do
anything precipitous, they will
be infuriated."
Steve Conte, commenting at
the meeting as to resorting to
outside publicity as a means of
forcing an immediate decision
on the grades, emphasized that
he is "very much opposed to
going to the press now ."
Perhaps the most succinct
appraisal of the problems which
would be created by going to the
press was profferred by Lou
Gonnella, who stated that, as far
as the SBA is concerned, "we
must look to the long-term
benefit of the Law School, and
the bad publicity would close the
door with the faculty ... "
When that idea met its demise,
the SBA turned to a third
alternative . A motion was
passed endorsing a writen
proposal requesting faculty
action presented by Bill
Hoffman and deferring further
consideration of the matter until
after the May 2 faculty meeting.
or, as Conte commented,
"actually, we had our bluff
called."
What the faculty will do about
Scott's grades on May 2 remains
to be seen. Dean Whyte has
previously stated that "the SBA
need not concern itself with the
matter."
With
exams
approaching he would rather
that everyone "hit the books and
make good grades."
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Faculty Contacts Needed ·Objection Registered At Anticus
For a large percentage of . the first year class, first
semester property grades have become a dark cloud hanging
over their heads. Ever since February, when it became apparent that R. Gordon Scott would not turn in grades for the
first semester, the entire situation has been enshrouded with
uncertainty.
Rumors about the situation have varied - one day it's
said that the grades are coming in, then the rumor is that the
faculty have decided on a remedy (which differs depending
on when and from whom you hear the rumor), and then that
another delay has been encountered and the entire situation is
up in the air again. Meanwhile, Dean Whyte tells the SBA not
to "get into this," and placates the students by urging them to
study hard and make good grades this semester.
Alternatives have been kicked around - apparently the
most popular one being the plan whereby the students certify
that they attended class and took the final exam, and receive
a "pass" grade for the course.
A few students have been actively working on the
situation; working with the Academic Status Committee and
talking with the Dean in an attempt to reach some sort of a
remedy to the situation before the-end of the school year. The
Dean is legitimately concerned about some problems with the
situation - whatever remedy the faculty and administration
arrives at could become a precedence for future similar
situations, or Scott could hand in the paper final exams after a
decision has been reached, or conflicts may arise .when the
first-year students attempt to find a job later and can show
only a "pass" grade for an essential course.
The primary complaint with many first-year students
affected by the grade delay, is that information from
professors, the administration and other students has been
continually conflicting, and, at times, supposedly reliable
information (Le. from the Dean's office) has been virtually
nonexistent.
In the past two weeks , the SBA has considered various
means to force the administration into resolving the grades
problem faster. Different alternatives were proposed releasing information to the press, calling on higher administration officers within the college to resolve the
situation - in an attempt to "pressure" the Dean into making
a final decision. During an emergency meeting April 18, the
SBA approved a resolution calling upon the Dean to resolve
the problem at the next faculty meeting, May 2.
According to students working on various proposals,
faculty members have been fairly cooperative and agree that
a final determination needs to be made in the near future.
SEA representatives have been granted an "audience" at the
May 2 faculty meeting, and the matter should be discussed
and resolved at that time.
However, students should not sit quietly and await a
decision from this week's meeting. Those interested in and
concerned about the property grades situation should use the
remainder of this week to approach faculty members and
stress upon them the importance of discussion and resolution
of the problem at Friday's meeting.
All faculty members can be approached and made aware
of student opinion on the situation. Although members of the
Academic Status Committee have been working on the
problem and have proposed a plan to resolve the situation,
they should still be contacted before Friday's meeting.
Members of the committee are Professors Sullivan, chairman; Fisher; Lang; Leavell; and Williamson.
An attitude of "blind faith" in the administration's ability
to arrive at a speedy resolution of the problem is not going to
insure that the cloud of uncertainty surrounding first
semester property grades will be dispelled by the end of this
semester. Rather than wait until after the Friday faculty
meeting and then complain about faculty action or inaction,
concerned students should let their thoughts on the matter be
known to faculty members this week.

Congratulations To SBA
The Amicus staff extends congratulations to the new SBA
president, vice-president, officers and class representatives
on their election to SBA offices. We hope they will be able to
work together the entire year and not allow personal
animosities or grudges to disrupt the functions of the SBA.
Certain ideas are important goals the SBA should consider
when planning their priorities for next year. Most of these
were brought out by candidates in their pl.a tforms and
discussions.
Also, the SBA must take a decisive role in encouraging
student participation and activity in both SBA and law school
activities. This can best be accomplished if the new board can
convince students that the SBA is an organization worth
working with toward achievement of student benefits.

Concerning Election Editorial
To the Editor:
I feel that I must address this
letter to you in order to register
my objection to the endorsement
of a candidate f'>r the presidency
of the Student Bar Association in
your issue Of April 15.
My objedio·n does not
necessarily 1 ie in who the
Amicus endorSed so much as it is
concerned with the fact of any
endorsement. For a number of
reasons. I believe that the seven
editors who decided to support a
named candidate made a
mistake in lending the Amicus'
name to the campaign of anyone
candidate in particular.
Probably
the
most
unconscionable aspect of the
Amicus' decision lay in the
timing of the issue . There were
four serious candidates for the
office of SBA President, all of
whom made their decision to run
no later than the second Monday
preceding
the
date
of
distribution . While I realize that
the Amicus has a fairly tight
deadline to meet, I am also
cognizant of the simple fact that
these deadlines are not
inflexible.
Certainly , everyone would
agree that it would be
inconvenient for the Amicus to
juggle its publication schedule
around . But by naming a
candidate the day before the
election, the paper effectively
cut off any chance that the
candidates would have had to
respond . Inconvenience is not a
sufficient excuse to deprive
these contenders of this very
basic element of fairness .
The Amicus pointed out the
problem with the scheduling of
the election so close to the issue
date. My response is that the
paper should schedule around
the election , not vice-versa .
The editors apparently felt
that since the paper had been
officially separated from the
SBA, it now had carte blanche to
make
whatever
political
comments it deemed adivsable.
The reason I left the staff of the
Amicus when the Publications
Council action was taken
regarding the Amicus was to
avoid being made a part of yet
another petty political faction in
the law school. My fears were
realized by the endorsement of 8
candidate.
On two separate occasions in
the April 15 issue , "cliques"
were maligned as being divisive
forces in a school where unity
seems to be a forgotten virtue.
Yet what is the editorial board
but just one more clique? And if
that were not enough in itself, it
happens to be a clique which has
the power to make whatever
spurious comments it desires in
order to serve its own ends.
It was pointed out that a
newspaper has every right to
editorialize as it sees fit. I am
the last person in the world who
wants to abridge anyone's First
Amendment rights . But what
does strike me as being
improper is that the Amicus said
what it had to say, and then
insulated itself from rebuttal
with the flimsy excuse of a
deadline.
Furthermore, the paper macle
. repeated comments on the fact

that one or another of the
candidates wanted to find out
what was being said about him ;
it was alleged that this was at
best immoral and at worst
illegal.
Frankly , I don 't see anything
at all wrong with an individual
wanting to discover the content
of an editorial which could be
anything from glowing to
malicious. If the content were
the latter, no one could be
damaged by letting the
candidate answer the . charges.
Finally, I was shocked at the
indiscretion with which the nonendorsed
presidential
contenders were shunted aside.
Some of the comments bordered
on being libelous. Who are the
"reliable sources" t.h e Amicus

depended on to make allegations
regarding the diligence of one of
the candidates? On what is the
charge of the immaturity of
another candidate based? And
has the Amicus ever bothered to
listen to the other side of the
story with regard to a third
candidate who allegedly has
spent his entire law school
career in some sort of devious
plot to garner votes?
These questions were not
answered by the Amicus, and
the paper did not give the
candida tes themselves an
opportunity to answer. I hope
that next year's editor will
consider the implications of an
endorsement more closely than
did the seven editors this year.
Malcolm Parks
Gary Peet

Amicus Edit Criticized
As Ill-Timed And Unfair
To the Editor:
The endorsement of a
candidate may arguably be
within the domain of a
newspaper editorial , and in
cases where the newspaper is a
private publication , supported
by its readers ' subscriptions, it
may be proper to engage in mild
"character assassination. "
However, in the case of the
Amicus , a paper supported by
mandatory student fees , it
seems that anything less than
objective reporting of facts and
equal representation of opposing
opinions , acceptable to all
regardless of their bias, is out of
place.

In the Amicus , I would have
found a mild three or four line
endorsement , signed by the
editorial
board ,
of
any
candidate ' s candidacy
acceptable (while not in
complete fairness to all the
candidates >. However , when I
read the negativistic assertions
attacking the character, ability,
and maturity of opposing
candidates (something which
the candidates themselves did
not indulge in ), I
was
overwhelmed by the inequality
of the situation presented. This
school is not so large , and the
candidates not so unknown , as to
See Letters, p. 4
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Commentary

Ending Plea Bargaining
In Va. Would Be Untimely
By Dulcey B. Fowler
In 1973, the Courts Task Force
of the National Advisory
Commission on Criminal Justice
Standards
and
Goals
recommended the complete
abolition
of
the
plea
bargaining process in the United
States . A less propitious time for
such
a
recommenda tion
could hardly have been chosen
by the distinguished group of
regal scholars , jurists , and
practitioners who made up the
Task Force . For as the
Watergate story subsequently
unfolded , many citizens who had
never given plea negotiations
much thought gained a very
fa vorable attitude toward the
practice. It seemed to be the one
means by which lawbreakers in
positions of power might be
punished for their misdeeds and
the goal of equal justice under
the law be realized . Obviously,
persons in high political office
may well have information
which can be effectively utilized
by prosecutors in exchange for
lenient treatment of their own
offenses.
However ,
few
observers stopped to realize tt.at
the kind of plea negotiations
involved
in
the
rather
spectacular contexts of the
Agnew prosecution and the
Watergate affair was far from
the type of plea-bargaining daily
encountered in all areas of the
country .

Ord inary plea bargaining
often involves the very real
threat that innocent persons
may be convicted because of the
understanding that if they go to
trial and are convicted they will
be dealt with more harshly than
would have been the case had
they pleaded guilty . Many
people may also fail to realize
that a plea of guilty functions not
only as an admission of guilt but
also as a surrender of the entire
array of constitutional rights
designed to protect a criminal
defendant against unjustified
conviction . Such rights which
are wa ived by the guilty plea
include the right to remain
silent. the right to confront
adverse witnesses , the right to
trial by jury, and the right to be
proven guilty by proof beyond a
reasonable doubt.

Of course , in the case of even
relativ e ly unsophisticated
defendants , a plea bargain may
be the result of negotiations
between the defense and
prosecution which the defendant
believes will be advantageous to
him in obtaining the prosecution
agreement to press a lesser or
different charge than the
original one or to recommend a
lighter sentence than he might
ordinarily request. However , a
recent study indicated that plea
negotiations may often be
initiated by attorneys unused to
criminal trial work who " engage
in plea bargaining primarily to
expedite the mov~ment of
cases " or who
pressure
client (s ) into entering a plea
that (the ) client feels is
unsatisfactory ."
Other
defendants do not negotiate but
merely wish to acknowledge

their guilt and throw themselves
upon the court 's mercy , and the
courts are usually responsive to
this tactic because they believe
that admission of guilt is a first
step toward rehabilitation . A
final group, usually those with
previous records are aware that
generally tneir sentences will be
shorter if they plead guilty and
thus plead with that expectation .
Thus , critics of plea bargaining
often argue that the process
tends to distribute unevenly and
inappropriately
among
experienced and inexperienced
defendants the ability to get a
"deal " that results in lenient
disposition .
In 1974, Professor Redden of
the University of Virginia Law
School and I were employed by
the L.E .A.A. and the Virginia
Division of Justice and Crime
Prevention to do research and
write a report on our findings as
to the degree of Virginia's
compliance with the national
Standards and Goals which had
been advocated by the National
Advisory Commission 's Task
Force on Courts. We and a group
of law students interviewed
justices at all levels of the state's
judicial hierarchy together with
many
Com monwealth 's
Attorneys , public defenders,
defense attorneys , magistrates,
police chiefs, etc.
The results of our interviews
with these individuals we found
quite surprising in regard to the
Commission 's recommendation
of th e abolition of plea
bargaining. For instance , the
voting was almost equally split
among all those interviewed ,
and among specific groups such
as circuit court judges , as to
whether or not they found the
abolition of all plea bargaining
desirable and whether they
be lieved the present court
system in their jurisdiction
could function without plea
bargaining . Predictably , the
group most in favor of retaining
plea bargaining because they
believed the judicial system would be unworkable without it
were the Commonwealth 's
Attorneys who voted 60 percent
in favor of retaining plea
bargaining. Generally , in rural
areas most of those interviewed
through the judicial system
quite capable of surviving the
abolition of plea bargaining
while their urban counterparts
(perhaps because of heavier
caseloads ) often thought the
results of such action could be
disastrous .
As we learned from the
Attorney General's Office , the
state of Virginia maintains no
statistics on the annual number
of guilty pleas or plea
negotiations in its courts . Only a
very few urban areas had just
begun to collect such data along
with statistics on pre-trial
screening and diversions at the
time of our study . Nor does the
state maintain any statistics as
to the portion of its judicial
resources devoted to criminal as
opposed to civil matters.
However, while state-wide
figures as to guilty pleas and
plea bargains are not available,

those we interviewed gave us
some indication as to the
estimated percentage of guilty
pleas as opposed to all pleas and
the percentage of plea bargains
as opposed to all guilty pleas in
the interviewees' jurisdictions.
For instance , the estimated
proportion of guilty pleas to all
pleas in the various jurisdictions
ranged from 25 to 95 percent.
Likewise ,
the
estimated
percentage of plea bargains to
all guilty pleas was variously
estimated
for
different
jurisdictions between 0 and 100
percent. This wide range of
results may of course indicate
either that Virginia judges,
Commonwealth 's Attorneys ,
defense attorneys , etc . have
very little idea of the magnitude
of guilty pleas and plea
bargaining in the state's courts
or that there is great diversity
from jurIsdiction to jurisdiction .
Naturally, the greater the work
load of the Commonwealth's
Attorney the grea ter will be the
temptation to resort to plea
bargaining.
District judges believed that
an average of 50 percent of cases
in their jurisdictions involved
guilty pleas. However, circuit
judges ,
commonweaItil
Attorneys and defense attorneys
all estimated the average
percentage of guilty pleas at 60
percent

or

higher

in

their

jurisdictions.
As to the percentage of plea
bargains as compared with
guilty pleas , district court
judges estimated an average of
only 27 percent. This low figure
may reflect the fact that only
misdemeanors are tried in
district courts in Virginia and
bargaining is not so useful at this
level. However , circuit judges
interviewed estimated plea
bargains at 57 percent of guilty
pleas while defense attorneys'
estimates averaged 73 percent
and Commonwealth Attorneys
56 percent.

Professor Dulcey Fowler explains the results of a survey of
Virginia judges on the possibility of ending plea bargaining in
Virginia in this week's commentary.
Weighing the above figures in
relation to the number of
interviewers belonging to each
category , some very rough
approximations were made as to
percentages of guilty pleas and
plea bargains in the state. These
rough
approximations
apparently represent the first
attempts at any such statistics
for Virginia . Apparently ,
approximately 60 percent of all
pleas in Virginia courts are
guilty pleas , and 60 percent of all
guilty pleas are the results of
plea negotiation. Thus, out of a
typical 100 cases. 40 cases
ordinarily involved not-guilty
pleas , 24 cases are nonnegotiated guilty pleas, and 36
cases involved plea bargains.
In conclusion , we attempted to
get a basic idea of the increase in
judicial resources which would
be necessary if plea bargaining
were abolished . First , we
concluded from a survey of all
those interviewed that the
hearing involved in a not-guilty
plea takes roughly ten times
longer than that for a guilty plea.
We then estimated the
difference in time taken to hear
one hundred typical cases if plea
bargaining were abolished ,
taking the time consumed for a

guilty plea as one unit. Under the
present system, the 60 guilty
pleas take 60 units of court time
and the 40 not-guilty pleas (each
of which takes 10 units ) total 400
units . So 100 typical cases
consume 460 units of court time.
In brief . then, it may be
concluded that while pleabargaining may constitute a
"bargain" for the taxpayer and
may be invaluable in cases of
political corruption , the system
can impose a very heavy cost on
innocent defendants . Therefore,
plea-bargaining should be given
much greater study and
consideration than it has been up
to the present time as reflected
in this necessarily cursory
description of the current
practice in Virginia .
If plea bargaining were
abolished, the 36 cases involving
negotiated guilty pleas would
presumably switch to not-guilty
pleas . Therefore, the 100 typical
cases would include 24 nonnegotiated guilty pleas using 1
unit of court time each plus 76
(40 + 36) not-guilty pleas using
10 units of court time each . Thus,
the total amount of court time
expended for 100 typical cases
would be 784 units after abolition
of plea bargaining or a very
rough increase of 70 percent.

May 1 Law Day Activities
Designed To Enliven Law
Law Day Approaches! On May
1 the students and fac ulty of
Marshall-Wythe will observe
Law Day USA with a 3-pronged
program that has been spirited
by the 1st year class troika of
repr<!sentatives Berger, Conte
and Stith . Rep . Stith would like
to continue Marshall-Wythe's
prize winning record for
observance of this national event
and is enthusiastic about this
year 's format which is designed
to enliven the law through
Significant activity rather than
merely enbalm it in costly,
roseate speechifying . The
program will consist of three
main events - the educational
visitation
program ,
the
naturalization ceremony, and
the evening banquet and
presentation of the MarshallWythe Medallion.
Through
the
visitation
program, law students, paired

with practicing attorneys, will
speak to high school students in
the
Williamsburg-Newport
News-Norfolk area on various
aspects of the law, the legal
profession, and the preparation
for and study of law.
At
the
Naturalization
Ceremony, 175 people will be
sworn in as United States
citizens. The event will be held in
the Wren Courtyard, which will
be declared the District Court
for the Eastern pistrict of
Virginia for the day. Former Lt.
Governor Henry Howell will
speak at the Naturalization
Program . Steve Conte has
obtained the cooperation of the
Norfolk-Port smou t h Bar
Association which is funding the
transportation
of
the
naturalization participants. The
DAR has agreed to sponsor the
reception for the new citizens
and their families in the Great

Hall of the Wren Building. The
representatives are continuing
to seek the participation of other
civic groups such as the Lions.
In commemoration of the
day's activities, Dean Whyte will
present the Marshall-Wythe
Medalion to Myles S. McDougal,
Sterling Professor of Law at
Yale at the annual Law Day
Dinner. This year the Dinner
will merge the Law Review
Banquet and the SBA Banquet
into one function with invitations
to all members of the law school.
A crew of volunteers is needed
to set up chairs at 12:30 on
Thursday at the Wren Building.
Conte stressed t ha t it is
extremely important that people
show up and volunteer, and that
it will not take very long. Also,
persons interested' in school
visitation should sign up 00 the
list on the bulletin board in the
library.
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LETTJERS
Editorial Seen
As Irresponsible
And ID-Timed
Continued from p. 2
require the character judgments
of the editorial board in order to
facilitate their decisions at the
polls.
I was under the impression ,
from our studies here, that it
was encumbent upon us as
members of society , and
imperative for us in our
profession, to deal with others in
terms of justice and equality. To
make attacks (of questionable
merit) on the eve of election,
without leave to reply , is not in
accord with the basic principals
of equity which our society and
our profession so highly value.
Any justification or explanation
by candidates can come, sadly,
only too late to have any
meaninful effect , indeed, any
effect on election day! If this act
by the editorial board is any
indication of how they intend to
practice and protect justice in
their professional careers, then
Dean Sullivan was correct when
he told us in contracts : "If you
want justice, go to divinity
school. "
I find it especially notable that
the Amicus centered its attacks
on lack of maturity , lack of
responsibility , and political
motivation for seeking Office;
for none of these , in and of
themselves ,
is
either
commendable or reprehensible,
but
when
immaturity ,
irresponsibility , and petty
political motivation are coupled
in an action such as this, it is
worthy of boundless reproach.
There has been a great injustice
done to three very fine men ;
there has been a mockery of
fairness. The evident secrecy of
the endorsement, prior to press
time, lends an air of intrigue and
political trickery to the entire
affair. If the Amicus had truly
had the best interests of the
publication and the school at
heart, they would have allowed,
even .
sought,
other
endorsements and possible
rebuttals to be printed in this
issue . It would seem that there
was time: I ask, was there the
desire?
Alan P . Kelley

Amicus Editorial
"Questionably"
Responsible
To the Editor:
Being unfamiliar with the
workings of "responsible
journalism " in our two years at
Marshall-Wythe we were at first
hesitant to write this letter of
commendation to the editorial
staff of the Amicus. Not to
belabor the obvious, the fairness
and candor with which you have
conducted yourselves during the
SBA presidential campaign is a
tribute to the usual quality of
your publication. Disregarding
the fact that none of the
candidates were able to make an

effective re ply
to
your
thoughtful
and
obv iously
painfully written endorsement
and disregarding . also the fact
that a member of your staff
" inadvertently" tipped off two of
the candidates on the Friday
before the election we can only
submit our most humble
apologies , as perpetrators of
that dastardly scheme to view
the edi torial page a t the
printer 's office. Only by
measuring our actions next to
the high journalistic standards
of the Amicus were we able to
realize the " immoraJlity" of our
deed. (To quote our learned
colleague
Carl. Howard. )
Obviously , the editorial staff of
the Amicus is in a better position

to determine the propriety of an
editorial endorsement which is
kept secret until the day ' before
the election rather than the
alternative of making . no
endorsement at a ll or an
endorsement in time for the
candidates to reply.
It is indeed a tribute to that
small, dedicated , enlightened
body of editors that they have
shared
their
pearls
of
intellectual insight with us. Most
certainly , due to the academic
rigors of law school , it would
have been too hard foJ!' the rest of
us to read the c,a ndidate's
platform statements or to talk
with anyone except our
professors in class. We also
appreciate the dedi~ltion of the
editors who not only endorsed
the candidate that they · thought
was best but took the time to tell
us what was wrong with
everyone else.

Editors of the Amicus, we
salute you as a small island of
truth and honor in a sea of
confusion and intellectual
dishonesty.
Douglas E .'Kahle
Kris ~r. Sundberg

Reference To
Maturity Seen
As Unnecessary
To the Editors:
Your editorial endorsing one
of the four candidates for SBA
President is a step in the right
direction, preferable to simply
reporting the results in the next
issue. Generally the positions
taken by the Amicus could be
supported by an evaluation of
the performance of the
particular candidate.
Exeption must be taken ,
however, to the brief evaluation
of Mr. Gonnella's' maturity. I
sincerely doubt that the bulk of
Amicus staff members signing
the article know Mr. Gonnella
well enough to rlesponsibly
endorse the evaluation. Further ,
it is doubtful that they know all
of the candidates well enough to
responsibly categorize Gonnella
as having less of the maturity
required for the positiion. Most of
the
Amicus
commonets ,
including those about Gonnella's
potential divisive influence ,
attempt to give some factual
basis for their conclusions, but
even the attempt is lacking on

the maturity comment.
Reasoned comment subject to
the evaluation of the reader is
within the political role of the
Amicus.
U nsubstantiated
characterizations clearl y are
not. The Editors ' statement that
they know the pitfalls is no
substitute for credibility.
David I. McCaskey

In balloting conducted in the first week of April, members of the
Marshall-Wythe chapter of PDP chose Greg Welsh as the Jefferson
Inn's outstanding member in the third year class. Greg's name will
be submitted to the province president and the national executive.
director as the Marshall-Wythe chapter 's nominee for the national
Graduate of the Year Award.

Contrary to an editorial in the last issue of the Amicus , Phi Beta
Kappa Hall is not off-limits to law school student activities. Law
school organizations are being given a " second chance" to prove that
the conduct of law students during Libel Night is not typical of their
usual behavior.
This is the same policy followed in regard to other organizations
who use PBK and disregard the rules concerning smoking and
drinking in the auditorium and back stage. The reason PBK will not
be used next year for Libel Night is that the hall was booked up for the
proposed dates for Libel Night '76.

Marshall-Wythe,

U-Co1Hl Compared
To the Editor :
Having
transferred
to
Marshall-Wythe from
the
University of Connecticut Law
School, I have comments on the
comparisons made in the
ShapirO-Dickson letter (April
15>.

The Moot Court Board will hold its a nnual election meeting for
new officers on Tuesday, May 6, 1975 at 3 p.m. in the Moot Court
Room. Positions to be filled for the 1975-76 school year are: ChiefJustice, Vice-Justice, Clerk of Court, Administrative Clerk, and
Candidate Clerk. All members of the Moot Court Bar currently
enrolled in the Law School are eligible to vote. Prospective candidates should notify the current Board of their intention to run for
office by 5:00 p.m., Monday, May 5th.

The schools are similar in
many ways. The students at both
complain a lot, and often wish
they were at the " other" school
in the state <here, U. Va . ; there,
Yale>. Each school has a few
very good professors, a few very
poor ones , and most with mixed
qualities . There are differences
as well.

Registration for fall semester classes will begin April 28. The
schedule for rising third-year students is: packet pick-up on April 2829 and registration on April 30 to May 2. The schedule for rising
second-year students is: packet pick-up on April 30 to May 2 and
registration on May 5-7 . Tentative class schedules and exam
schedules are posted in the main lobby.
Up With People, a well-known musical group that tra vels the
country promoting good-will among people, will be performing at
William and Mary Hall at 8 p.m. on May 10. Presented by William and
Mary Hall and Student Association, tickets will be $2 for children and
students with identification and $3 for adults,

M-W offers an advanced tax
course and has library facilities
suited for tax work ; U. Conn.
offers clinical semesters in civil
and criminal practice as well as
other programs in practical
work. M-W is part of a complete
campus and a small city ; U .
Conn. is located in a single
building in a residential suburb
some distance from bars and
restaurants. Williamsburg is a
small community offering few
out-of-class law activities ;
Hartford houses the state
government and state and
federal courts, making the state
law library available. The
comparisons could go on and on.
The result is not that one
school is better or worse than the
other - they are different. Any
ranking depends on what is
important to the individual. M-W
has a greater range of student
and social activities than U .
Conn. did, which apparently was
important to Shapiro-Dickson,
but I think when they get beyond
his bar review experience ,
Debby will find the academic
program at Conn. to be superior .
My experience was that I had
fewer Poor classes at U. Conn.
than I have had at M-W, and that
the overall quality of instruction
was better. U. Conn. offered
instruction in legal analysis
directed in a realistic way
towards problems in practice.
As to the charge that U. Conn.
has an unfriendly atmosphere, it
is a truism that a place is
unfriendly until you ha ve
friends. It is difficult to transfer
to a new law school , since law
students tend to reflect the
greater legal structure and focm
a closed, elitist society that can
be very cold. With tinie, Debby
will probably re~valuate her
opinions and gain more
perspective on the comparisons
between the schools. She may
still prefer M-W, as I still think
U. Conn. has a slight edge, but I
hope she will also come to
appreciate, as I have, the school
to which she chose to transfer.
Peggy Strand

Sixteen students from the Law School were recently inducted into
William and Mary's Eta Circle of Omicron Delta Kappa National
Leadership Fraternity. Third-year students include Jack McGee,
Everett Moore, John Heard, Carl Harder, Jerry Bowman, Max Dale,
John Weber, John Kruchko, Sharon Coles, Nettie Bailes, and Greg
Welsh. Those selected from the second-year class include Guy
Strong, Ellen Pirog, Sandy Spooner, Ken Leonard, and Jim Thomas.
ODK is a national organization recognizing leadership and contributions to the College.
The Graduate Student {;ent~ is now a vailable for regular use. It
is located at 261 Richmond Road beside Thiemes and across the street
from Blow Gymnasium. The Center is open Monday through
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and on Sunday from noon until 9 p.m.
It has kitchen facilities for coffee breaks and light meals. Groups
may reserve rooms for ::leetings and social activities during regular
hours or at other times by signing up in Morton 125 or by calling extension 329.
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SBA Pre·s ident Discusses
Plans For Upcoming Year
"The number one thing I'm
interested in is commun ication," said SBA PresidentElect Guy s trong last week
while discussing his plans for the
next school year. Strong stated
that he hoped to talk regularly
with the leaders of the various
student organizations such as
the Law Review, Mary and
William Society and BALSA.
These leaders should be able to
act in addition to the SBA
student representatives to
transmit their ideas to the SBA
and the administration.
Strong emphasized his feeling
that the SBA should be
concerned with all studen t
problems , saying that he could
not agree with Dean Whyte's
statement" that the SBA should
not involve itself in the first-year
property grade debate . If a
group of students have a
problem , commented Strong,
"I'd like to know about it so I can
help."
In order to make himself more
accessible to students, Strong
said that he would have regular

office hours
next
year.
Similarly , by holding SBA
Executive Board meetings at the
same time and place every week
or every other week , he expects
to make it easier for students to
attend .
Strong also noted that he
planned to talk with each
professor to get his impressions
of the situation at MarshalWythe . By doing so he said that
he hoped to find new ways to
e nhance the law school's
reputation .
As a general rule Strong said
that he was opposed to taking
student problems to the press or
President Graves . Rather , he
said , these means should be
regarded as a last resort . Strong
said that he would be
particularly hesitant to release
information about such matters
as the property grades or the
JeRoyd
Greene
incident.
Publicizing such matters " hurts
all of us ," he said. " Hopefully we
won ' t have to destroy ,the
school 's reputation in order to
improve internal conditi~ns ."

Annual Fund Drive
Donations Needed
The Law School Association
began soliciting pledges from
third-year students last week as
the third annual fund drive
moved into its final stages. The
Alumni Association had raised
approximately
$34,000
in
contributions
during
two
phonathons, with a third one
having been conducted last
Thursday in Richmond .
Third-year student Bob Sichta ,
who along with Randy Palamar
is coordinating the student fund
drive, has expressed pessimism
as to the drive's chances of
success. According to Sicbta,
many students are reluctant to
contribute to the school because
of dissatisfaction with the
present administration .
This malaise , feels Sicbta, has
spread to the alumni, among
whom he says there is a strong
sentiment
against
the
administration . There is at this
point no indication as to what, if
any effect such discontent will
have on the willingness of the

Alumni Association to continue
its financial support of MarshallWythe . Sichta does , however ,
see alumni sharing of student
concerns as a positive factor in
itself, an indication that both
groups together can effectively
voice such concern .
Last year, the fund ' drive
received 60 pledges from a thirdyear class of 147 students, and,
as the Amicus went to press last
week, there was no indication as
to how many of this year's
graduating
class
of
approximately 140 would make
committments.
The LSA is funding the
Woodbridge Professorship, for
which approximately $85,000 has
been raised over the last two
years. When the total reaches
$100,000 the project will be
eligible for matching funds from
the Commonwealth, so that
there will be ample support for
the Woodbridge chair in the fall ,
and perhaps another in the
future.

Schedule Announced
For Road Rally
This Saturday, May 3, at noon ,
the flag goes down for the P .A.D.
Road Rally , which
will
culminate in a Bacchian feast at
Professor Bolling R. Powell 's
plantation .
The menu will include all you
can eat of hamburgers, hot dogs,
clams, and other in-season
seafood. There will be four or
five kegs , plus soft drinks for
teetotalers.
The plantation , located in
Gloucester County , was the
scene of Bacon 's Rebellion
almost two centuries ago, and
the ancestors of George
Washington and Robert E . Lee
are buried there . The York
River-comes up behind the house
and provides a lovely view for
law students' jaded eyes.
The race to Prof. P.Q~ell 's

plantation is not intended to lose
contestants in the wilds of
Tidewater. "The point is not to
get people lost , because we want
them there for the party
afterwards " said E verett
Moore, past president of PAD.
Each driver is given a map in
case he does lose himself, but an
opened envelope disqualifies
him from winning . Steve Miles ,
the new president of PAD , is
organizing the Rally this year.
There will be a limit to the
number of cars that may enter
the rally ; tickets to the party are
to be sold in advance , and
"crashers " will not be admitted .
The tickets are $4.00 per PAD
couple , and $5.00 per couple for
non-PAD members. In case of
rain , the Road Rally will be held
May 4.

On the other hand, said Strong,
a situation could arise in which it
would be necessary to go outside
of the law school in an attempt to
solve student problems . .For
instance, he said , continued
inaction on the first-year
property grades might require
such action .
Strong's major goal for the
next year is to encourage
construction of the new law
schooL "I'm looking forward to
working with alumni, faculty
and administrators to do
anything we can possibly do to
get funds for the new law
school ," he said.
" I personally feel confident
that if all our avenues are used
effectively we can be successful
... they never would have given
us planning funds without the
intention that eventually we'd
get a new building."
Strong said that he saw no
need for a larger number of
students at the new law school as
he felt that enough lawyers were
already being produced in the
state. But a building that would
accommodate 600 students
would be acceptable he said, if
the legislature would not fund a
smaller one.
Another area of Strong's
concern is the hiring of new
professors. There must be a
better way to interview
applicants in order to insure that
they can actually teach, he
contended . Strong suggested
that applicants be required to
de.l iver a brief lecture so that
actual teching ability might be
gauged in addition to the
applicant's other credentials.
Addressing one of his minor
goals, Strong said , " We've got to
straighten out the xerox
problem ." Noting that Swem
library has approximately eight
copiers , he suggested that
the law library acquire a second
copier to alleviate problems
caused
by
mechanical
breakdowns and inconvenient
xerox room hours. He also said
that he was anxious that the
library classification change be
finished over the summer.
Strong urged students to
contact him if they were
interested in any facet of SBA
work .
.

YOU DESERVE

Members of t~~ new SBA board held their first meeting last week.
Newly elected officers, pictured above, are: Guy Strong, president;
Steve Conte, vice-president; Tony Nicolo, secretary; Whitey
Ourednick, treasurer; Fred Gore, Alumni Relations Director; Lou
Gonnella and Ellen Pirog, third-year representatives; and Virginia
Perry and Glenn Berger, first-year representatives,

SBA Officers Elected
For 1975-76 TerDlS
SBA elections results showed
Guy Strong as the winner in the
SBA presidency race, defeating
Bob Goldman, 199 to 95 in the
final vote on April 17.

mistake regarding Ourednik's
name on the ballot and the
closeness of the first vote, the
election was re-held. The final
vote was 98 to 67.

strong and Goldman were
selected by over 300 students in
the preliminary vote on April 16.
Candidates, and the number of
votes each received in that
election, were: Goldman , 75;
Gonnella, 42; Stith, 55 and
Strong, 138.

Tony Nicolo was
SBA secretary and
won the position
Relations . Neither
contested.

Steve Conte was elected as
SBA vice-president on April 21 ,
during the final SBA office
elections. Conte defeated Chris
Honenberger, 147~ .
Selected at a special election
April 24 was Whitey Ourednik as
treasurer. The race between
Ourednik and Eric Spencer took.
place April 21, but due to a

elected as
Fred Gore
to Alumni
race was

Lou Gonnella and Ellen Pirog
were elected as Third-Year
Representatives in the April 21
election . Four candidates ran;
their names and -total votes are:
Jim Dickinson, 23 ; Gonnella, 51;
Pirog, 64; and Jim Thurman, 23.
Virginia Perry and Glenn
Berger were selected as SecondYear Representatives, from a
field of three. Candidates and
their total votes are: Berger, 68;
Perry, 46 and Jay Pickus, 44.

Berkeley Cleaners
Two Locations To Serve You
1208 Jamestown Rd. and
James York Shopping Plaza

Getting Married Soon? Rent
Your Formal Wear From Us

229-7755
ICE CREAM
STORE
-The Best Fountain Treats
-The Best Ice Cream
-The Best Party Desserts
Baskin-Robbins
416 Prince George St.
229-6385

Merchants Square

Tel. 220-0298 .
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Law Review Members
Selected From First Year
grades because of the need to
complete the spring candidate
program before spring exams.

Fourteen first year students
have been accepted as members
of the staff of the Law Review :
Judith Bennett, Janice Bowers,
Roger Cornellier , Richard
Damon , Richard H. Dulaney,
William A. Fuchs, Anne Gordon
Greever, William E . Hoffman,
Jr ., Michael D. Phillips, Richard
R Siegal, Robert Smartschan,
Susan Stevich , Joseph V.
Vasapoli , and Robert K. Wise.

The fall candidate program is
expected to tap the top 20
percent of the class , based on
grades from both semesters.
Ordinarily, half of the top 20
percent received bids in the
spring , so approximately 15
people will get fall bids. The
candidate program for the fall
has not been established .

The 14 were accepted after
completion of a week-long
candidate
program ,
and
contingent upon the completion
of a case comment of acceptable
quality by mid-September.

Jim Thomas was selected' as editor of Law Review for next

year. Thomas said he plans to incorporate some new ideas in
Law Review next year, and also to work for publication on
time.

Jint TholDas Chosen
Law Review Editor
Jim Thomas has been selected
editor-in-ehief of the William
and Mary Law Review for the
1975-'76 session, succeeding Sam
Boyte in the position. He was
chosen by the current Law
Review Editorial Board, with
the consent of the faculty .

Thomas ,
a
native
of
Allentown , Pa., is a graduate of
William and Mary with a major
in government. He works parttime as a graduate resident
advisor and karate teacher .
Executive editors for next
year are Leo Lubow and Jim

Cromwell. Ken Leonard will be
managing editor , and Scott Hart
will be research editor. The
remaining editorial positions
have not yet been filled .

In addition to fall candidates ,
the Review next year will offer
bids to another five students , one
from each small section legal
writing class , based on grades
and writing ability . Anyone who
failed the spring candidate
program will automatically be
reinvited . Those who turned
down bids - two students in the
spring program - will not be
reinvited , unless there is a
change in the current policy .

The candidate program
involved classes and practical
exercises on the Harvard
Citator, and a two-part test on
citations , editing , and subchecking. The sub-eheck and ·
edit test , which took most
candidates about four days of
steady work to complete ,
required verification of every
statement and citation in a 23page comment excerpt, which
had been extensively "bugged "
to test the candidates' ability to
find and correct errors of
substance, form , and analysis in
legal writing .

Thomas said his goals for next

The successful candidates, 14
of the 17 who received bids, were
selected from the first ten
percent of the first year class ,

year arc maintaining th" high

bas ed on [;r"t senH,st"r grad<>s

quality of the Review, making
better use of faculty resources ,
and promoting more interaction
with the student body . He said he
wants the Review to avoid " the
image of elitism " and to make
staff resources more available
to students. Thomas also said he
wiIl stress timely publication.

in four classes. Grades from
small section Property were not
included, but that exclusion did
not eliminate any student in the
small section who would
otherwise have been selected. A
spokesperson for the Review
scUd tha t candidates were
chosen without Property I

Tile Review may also invite
third year students next fall who
have attained , by their fifth

The remaining three numbers
of Volume 16 of the William and
Mary Law Review w1ll be uut
almost on schedule, Review
staffers say . The first number
wa s seriously delayed by
editorial difficulties , but the
second issue is expected early in
May , almost on time . Number
three will be out by the end of
May , and number four should be
out by early July .
The third and fourth issues
will contain symposia. part of a
concerted staff effort this year to
give in-depth treatment to major
legal developments . Symposia
Editor John Kruchko planned
and coordinated the projects.
The first symposium is
devoted to Title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights ACt, with emphasis
on available remedies . The
treatment involves six articles
by professors 'a nd practicing
labor attorneys which include
topics on arbitration , class
action , and quotas. Dean James
P . Whyte wrote the overview
article an assessment of Title
VII as it enters its second
decade . Kruchko said the
articles would be up to date as of
May 1.
The second symposium deals
with the new Coastal Zone
Management Act , which is
expected to affect the 30 states
that have coastlines . Five
articles by environmental
experts , including lawyers, a
government official and an

I

The secret of manageable wash and
wear hair is a good cut and hair that
is in good condition. We'll help the
condition of your hair with a
professional treatment with one
of Redken's acid-balanced, protein
polypeptide enriched conditioners.
Then we'll recommend the Redken
products for you to use at home
between salon visits.
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engineer , will attempt to
forecast the effect of the Act.
Among the l:unLl"iouton5 i:5
Marsh~ll-Wythe Professor Scott
Whitney , who is a member of the
Presidential Commission that
served as advisory board for the
Act.
Kruchko said tentative plans
for next year call for symposia
on the pension reform act,
viewed from the perspective of
labor lawyers who are involved
in collective bargaining and
arbitration , and a
1976
Bicentennial Symposium, which
will focus on constitutional law.
Dr. William F. Swindler, a
nationally-recognized expert in
the field , will write the
concluding article .
The symposium is expected to
treat
the
constitutional
movement in Britain and the
F r ench
con s tit uti 0 n a I
experience
as
well
as
developments in American
constitutional law .
Kruchko said this is the first
year the Review has made a
concer ted effort to publish
symposia. He expects the trend
to continue because it offers
attorneys and legal scholars an
abundance of material in one
place, and it allows the Review
more flexibility in article length
and more efficient use of the
student staff , who become
virtual experts in the field in the
course of editing and checking
professional articles.

.

The Placement Office requests that any student who has accepted employment comp~ete this fo:m a nd either take the
form to the P lacement Office or drop In the Placement box in
the General Office.

:
I

I

Name .. .. . ...... . . ... . . . .. . . ... . . .... . .... ........ .... . .. . .. ... . . I
I have accepted a position with:
:
Firm Name . . . . . . . ..... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .... . ..... . .. . .. . . ... ... . :
Address . .. ... ... . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . ... .. . . ... . . . . .. ........ . . .. . . I

The New You Shoppe
Styling For Men and Women

Last year 's program required
candidates to complete a case
comment within four weeks , a
requirement that caused four
people to decline the bid and
others to complain that it took
too much time away from class
preparation and atter.dance.
Fitzgerald said the new fall
deadline for the case comment
will be a better measure of
writing ability since it will be
under less "emotionally-trying,
less pressing circumstances ."

t-----------------~---------I

Discover wash and wear hair for
yourself. Make an appointment for
a natural looking blow-style today.

1424 Richm ond Rd .

Law Review Articles Editor
Bob Fitzgerald, who was in
charge of this year's spring
candidate program , said he was
pleased with the results of the
program , which he termed a
good measure of editing and subchecking skills .

Law R eview Plans
Publication Soon

Wash and wear hair.
And how to get it.
Today's new blow-dry hairstyles are
both attractive and surprisingly easy
to care for. Let us give you one, and
we'll be happy to show you how to
care for it yourself between salon
visits.

semester, the average that was
the cutofLl9r law review
candidates in the spring of 1974,
when current third year students
went through the candidate
program . Three Review staff
members were added under this
system last fall , the first time it
was used .

229-6942
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Organizations Release Info
On How SBA Funds Spent
Continued from p. 1

group, the fact that the group
received additional unexpected
financial support from the Law
Students' Civil Rights Council
and LSD-ABA accounts for the
fact that $70 remains unspen t.
The $255 spent went for two
items - $121 for expenses for a
representative to the BALSA
regional convention held in
Atlanta and $134 for xeroxing .
When asked why the BALSA
xeroxing expenditure was $134
while all but one of the other
groups has xerox bills of less
than $12.50, Mizelle stated that
this money was used to
reproduce study aids and
similar materials for BALSA 's
tutorial program (now called the
retention program ).
This
activity is designed to give black
students
the
additional
instructional aid needed for
them to remain in law school
once they are admitted .
Mizelle emphasized that all
xeroxing must be approved by
him and that BALSA members
do not have blanket authority to
xerox materials. He also stated
that these materials become the
property of BALSA rather than
of the individual students so this
should be a one-time expense
and should not have to be
included in future budgets.
Responding to a question
about the group 's plans
regarding the size of next year's
budget, Mizelle said that he
could not speak for the group or
for next year's officers, but he
felt that it was better to have too
much money than too little since
the excess can always be
returned and BALSA programs
such as area-wide recruitment
need not suffer from lack of
funds .
The group that received the
smallest amount of money was
the Environmental Law Society,
consisting of 18-23 members. Of
the $100 allotted , $10 has been
spent to cover the expenses of a
delegation to the annual
convention of the Conservation
Council of Virginia. A $12.25
xeroxing bill has been incurred
and the remaining $77.75 is
unspent. The xeroxing was done
as a part of the group's research
on the development of a Coastal
Zone Management Act for
Virginia , and done at the
invitation of Governor Godwin .
Steve Perles, president of the
Society , indicated that the
relatively large amount of
unspent funds resulted because
the group feels it necessary to
maintain a contingency fund to
finance work on any litigation
that might arise throughout the
year . In past years , such
expenses have come out of the
pockets of the members. This
year no such litigation has
arisen so the remainder will be
spen t
for
books
on
environmental law to be donated
to the law library. Perles
indicated that he expects that
the group will request a similar
amount of money for next year .
Jessup Moot Court is the
second of the two groups which
have spent their entire
allocation.
In
fact,
the
organization spent an additional
$52 donated to it by a vote of the
membership of the International
Law SOCiety. Although there
were only two participants this
year, Jim Geddes , who heads the

project, indicated that the
expenses involved were only
partially defrayed by the
activity fees grant. While the
appropriated funds covered the
team 's entry fees and printing
expenses , the other expenses of
the participants had to be paid
by the individuals themselves .
Geddes said he hopes that
there will be more participants
in the program next year and
that Jessup Moot Court's portion
of activities funds will more
closely reflect the expenses of
the group .
Other than the transfer of
funds to Jessup Moot Court , the
International Law SOCiety has
expend ed funds only for
speakers ' expenses and national
dues . Geddes , who also heads
this group, indicated that the
fact that almost half of the $250
allocated has remained unspent
may be deceptive in that the
group will soon be incurring
a dditional expenses.
Representatives will be sent
both to the conventions of the
American
Society
for
International Law and World
Peace Through Law . Geddes
indicated that the group had
about 18-20 members and that he
feels that the group will ask for
approximately the same amount
of money next year.
The Legislative Research
Council was appropriated $125
and has only spent $18. Charlie
Burr , who direCts the project
said that the expenses of the
group depend directly on the
expressed
needs of the
legislature and that estimating
the amounts necessary from
year to year is very difficult.
Projects this year have been
shorter and less costly than in
years past. Approximately 15
people participate in the work of
Research
the Legislative
Council.
The
Post-Conviction
Assistance Group received $325,
of which $80 was spent for
xeroxing and $64 was spent for
books and stationery. The
balance of PCAP funds is
allocated to pay a summer
intern. Those in authority in the
organization could not be
reached for comment.
The Law Student Division of
the American Bar Association
received $425. Fifty·~:me dollars
has been spent for convention
expenses and $12.50 for
xeroxing . The balance , $361.50,
reportedly will go for the _
expenses involved in the
summer
convention.
Representatives of LSD-ABA
could not be reached for
comments.
The Mary and William Law
Society did not ask for and did
not receive any financial
assistance last year . Ingrid
Hillinger, the newly elected
President of the group, indicated
that the members felt that they
should first be sure that there
was sufficient interest in the
group and then prove the group 's
own independent viability. With
approximately 30 members and
a high level of interest in
community service projects ,
Hillinger stated that the group is
preparing a
budget for
consideration by the BSA and
SBA . She said that it will consist
of a request for funding of a
major community service
project and for clerical

expenses .
Hillinger also indic.a ted that
she hopes that the group will be
able to provide a series of seven
speakers that will be of interest
to the entire student body. She
stated that dues collected from
members will continue to
support the more social aspects
of the group's activities .
The " Layman's Guide to
Virginia Law " will also receive
funding from the activities fees
this year - primarily for
xeroxing expenses .
Newly-elected SBA President
Guy Strong said he felt that last
year 's budget was " reasonably
adequate " but hopes that the
budgeting process this year can
be less acrimonious . Strong said
he intends to be as fair as he can
and to be sure that each group
gets its fair share.

The pigs were the only participants in the SBA pig roast who
did not appear to be enjoying the event at last Saturday's SBA
pig roast. Good food, refreshing drinks and exciting softball
games were included in the afternoon activity.

Placement A nnounces Job·
A n d Internsh ip Openings
Several summer openings
have come to the attention of the
Placement Office .
Lewis , Mitchell & Moore, 8224
Old Courthouse Road , Vienna ,
Virginia , 22180 has one. They
specialize in government
construction
and
supply
contracts , general civil and
administrative practice and real
estate. Contact Bruce H.
Gerhard.
There is a summer clerkship
in
the
office
of
the
Commonwealth's Attorney in
Stuart, Virginia , a small town in
the Western part of the state
near the North Carolina border .
Write Martin F . Clark ,

Commonwealth Attorney .
There is the opportunity for a
second year student to work with
Samuel W. Phillips , Circuit
Executive, United States Court
of Appeals, Fourth Circuit, P . 0 :
Box 6 G, Richmond, Va ., on a
handbook on the internal
operating procedures of the
Fourth Circuit.

is a part-time work with a Real
Estate Development Agency.
Student can go on full-time
during the summer if he or she
wishes . Must be able to
coordinate a land development
program . $3.00 an hour. Call Gil
Granger at 229-1023. You are
referred to him by Frank
Sellers.

For non law-related jobs, see
Mrs .
Block ,
Virginia
Employment Agency , 1301 N.
Mt.
Vernon
Avenue,
Williamsburg. the office is open
from 8: 15 to 5:00 Monday
through Friday.
For students with strong
accounting backgrounds, there

If you wish to start your own
practice in Virginia B.each,
Harry J. Hicks, 524 Independent
Boulevard, P . O. Box 62484,
Virginia Beach, 23462, is anxious
to share his modern, established
law office. It is located on a main
thoroughfare in the middle of
town.

<!Tolr & ~rott
Welcomes
Bird-well Beach Britches
To Williamsburg

Open Daily Til 9 :30 p.m.
Except Sat. Til 6 :00

2.2 9-7708

Monticello' Sh~pping Center
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Registration "Rat Race"
Will Begin This Week
One of the more bemusing
events at Marshall-Wythe every
year is registration for the next
semester's
courses.
This
apparently simple procedure is
really an exercise in patience,
cunning and prognostication .
For the rising second-year
students who have never had
this experience it is guaranteed
to be entertaining.
The mechanics of registration
entail no more than picking up
packets, . (for rising third-year
students this is scheduled for
April 28-29, for rising secondyear students, April 30 to May
2), filling in courses, getting
approval by your faculty advisor
and then handing in the course
card. Registration for rising
third-year students is April 30 to
May 2 and for rising second-year
students May 5-7.
The challeng-ing part of
registration is trying to find
courses which : a ) you are
interested in, or b } are
necessary, and which do not

have exams scheduled for the
same day, or meet at the same
time and are taught by
professors you think there is a ·
chance of learning something
from. Professor choices are a
personal . matter , but since
certain key courses are taught
either by "staff' or "TBA"
(depending on the semester ),
there is always the element of
adventure .
Beyond t his there is no
assurance that a viable schedule
today will be so tomorrow.
Every day the " tentative
schedule" holds new . surprises.
Course times and · exam days
seem to change with reckless
abandon , leaving well-thoughtout schedules as worthless as an
obsolete textbook .
Presumably the tentative
schedule will become final
before registraiton day. Even
then
the
excitement,
particularly for rising secondyear students, is just reaching
its climax.

Fungus's Defeat
Seen As Inevitable
Legendary Fungus played the
first year Yankee team last
week and was beaten, 13-11,
though the closeness in the score
in no way reflects the disparity
in the teams' playing abilities.
Fungus' age showed, as lined
Yankee shots caromed off
tlelQers' bOOtes before they
could move their gloves.
The first meeting of these
teams produced a bitter rivalry
by the third inning. The Fungus
third baseman, trying to
compensate for his Jack of
softball talent , twice threw
frustrated forearms at the
opposition. Angered, Yankee
batters opened up an 114 lead,

and neither cheap Fungus
tactics , nor their articulate
vocabulary display, could avert
defeat. Fungus did close to 11-10
going into the final inning, but
the young Yankees' desire and
superior ability led them to
victory.
l'·ungus team members by this
time are again showing
themselves in public - they are
easily identified as those
students whose heads hang low
even outside the classroom . Yes ,
Fungus is still among us, but far
less obnoxiously than before.
Fungus , a growth which
agonizes many an athlete when
attacking the feet, now knows
the agony of defeat.

TENNIS
Squash, Handball, Badminton, Racquetball
Equipment & Supplies
Shoes & Apparel

u. S.

& English

Squash Balls
Official &
Practice
Handballs

Racquets
~M~, Expertly
~D1
Strung
member

Williamsburg 'R!!,cquet cJbop
605·8 Prince George St.
Phone 220·2319

There is always the possibility
of being closed out of between
one and five of the courses you

have so Painstakingly fitted
together. On good authority
the
office,
the
from
administration will try not to
have anyone closed out. Still, it
is advisable to register as early
as possible. Last semester the
lines started forming at 6 a .m.
In selecting courses, It is
important to remember that
many courses are taught only
once a year, so that if you do not
sign up for something you feel is
important, you can spend all
year wondering what it will
conflict with when next offered.
As to what courses are
important, you faculty advisor
will be able to supply invaluable
information.

Mike Mares, Amici player, catches his breath after a long run to fll"St
base while Faculty first baseman, Tim Sullivan, keeps close tabs <!n
his movements. Despite a gallant attempt, the Faculty once agam
went down in defeat at the Annual Faculty-Amici softball game.
Details on the game will appear in the next issue.of the Amicus.

Yankees Upset Fungus!
M.B.'s, Nads On Top
By John Fletcher
You could hear a pin drop in
the Fungus locker room after
last Monday's humiliating
defeat at the hands of first year's
upstart Yankees. "What are
they doing in our league ,
anyWay?" quipped hurler Jim
Sheeran, as part-time battery
mate and longtime confidant
George Jamesoo rubbed BenGay on ,his battered right arm .
Battered indeed. The third
year ace was rocked for 13 runs
and 17 hits in 5 innings, while the
usually
air-tight defense
displayed amazing porosity
throughout the afternoon .
Fungus was playing catch-up
all day, as the youngsters led
from the outset. After 31h
innings, the champs were not
only trailing 114, but had just
undergone the indignity of an
official
I.M . Department
reprimand for its rough and
nasty style of play.
You see, the third inning was
marred by an altercation of
sorts. While minding his own
business on second base, the
Yanks' Steve Conte was bowled
over by Gary Peet, who was in
the process of breaking up a
double play. Before young Steve
could catch his breath, however ,
he hit the deck once again , this
time at the hands of Stan
Majors, also preventing the
double play.
Now we all know Stan and
Gary meant nothing personal by
it (well , atleast Stan didn't), and
one might have expected Steve
to ha ve the Li ttle League
"savvy " to get-the-bell-{)uta-theway . Nevertheless , Bob Wise,
self-designated champion of
Truth , Justice , and the
American Way, proceeded to
point out that any future
transgressor would have to
answer to him .
Awed as they were by this
threat of fisticuffs, it is a wonder
Fungus had the nerve to bat that
inning. After a few juvenile
verbal exchanges by members
of both teams , (e .g. 'Your
mother swims out to troop

ships ;' and , 'hop on my hooter ,
M-F-er,' among others ), the
game did proceed without
further incident. Except for one.
It involved Bob (you guessed it)
Wise once again .
After flexing his way to second
base on a misplayed ground ball
to the right side, the young Titan
pointed a menacing (though
lu<l1crOus ) unger at ~tan 'the
Man ' Majors, playing third base
at the time. Stan responded with
a finger gesture of his own , and
it lOOKed as though another
melee was in the making . Cooler
heads prevailed, however, and
the impending brawl was
avoided.
Fungus managed to narrow
the gap to 11-10, but wound up on
the short end of a 13-11 score.
The Yankees displa yed as
powerful a hitting team as the
I.M. leagues have to offer, and
are a virtual certainty for a postseason tournament slot. Fungus
will hopefully have another shot
at them in the playoffs, provided
they win the rest of their outings.
Over in the som ewhat more
civilized
leagues ,
the
Masterbatters a nd Nads have
maintained their untarnished
records at 4-0 apiece . The
Batters ' las t hard-earned
victory cam e at the hands of
their toughest opponent to date,
the Octogenerians , comprised of
senior citizen out-patients from
Eastern S~ te .
Ca tcher a nd lea ding hitter Bob
Goldm a n poin ted to Mark
Slaughter 's unassisted put-{)ut in
the third inning as the turning
poin t of the co ntest. After
receiving the relay on a deep
drive to left-centerfield, Mark
raced over to singlehanded1y tag
out the runner (experiencing a
cardiac arrest at the time ) who
had just rounded first base.
In an exclusive post-game
interview by player-reporter
Page Williams , Mark recounted
the play-by-play: " I had a
feeling she 'd take too big a turn,
and when she hit the dirt I knew I
had her." Good job , Mark.

The Nads, another undefeated
M-W team , opened its season
with a tough 7-5 victory over the
M.B .A. school , and have since
coasted to three relatively easy
victories. Led by former Sigma
Chi star Glenn Berger and that
flash from the Peanut Capital,
Grier Ferguson , the Nads
appear destined to be the fourth
law "chool team in U.I:' playuffs

this season.
The third year has its Dog
Meat , the second year, its
Flyers, and, not to be outdone,
the first year presents the
Groundhogs , an incredibly poor
excuse for a softball team if
there ever was one. Assigned to
"follow the Hogs" was the
Amicus's newest addition to the
Sports Staff, cub reporter Steve
Roberts.
First baseman, manager , and
owner of the club, Roberts
remains undaunted by the
team's first five losses (in as
many games >. The Hogs' first
three defeats , according to
Roberts, were a result of the now
famous 10-run rule , which
shuffled the Hogs off the field
before having a chance to even
get warmed up.
In their fourth contest,
however, the boys showed what
they were made of. Leaping out
to an early 14-2 lead behind the
faultless pitching of Mike
Untiedt and the clutch fielding of
Pat McDermott, the Hogs
remained in command for four
innings.
But, as Roberts related :
"sensing the crushing affect
(sic) such a defeat would have
on the future careers of my
rookie opponents, and showing
that magnanimous spirit which
has been the team's forte I
pulled my first string after f~ur
innings and placidly watched as
my boys went down to defea t, 2016. "

The Hogs ' unblemished record
now stands at 0-5 after a
humanitarian scathi~g at the
hands of Fungus, 10-0.

